
A Plus Shuffler®

What sets the TCSJOHNHUXLEY A Plus Shuffler® apart? 
The A Plus Shuffler® is the most versatile 1-6 deck shuffle machine on the market. 

Lightweight Compact Design 
The footprint of the A Plus Shuffler® has been designed 

to not effect the dealing or playing areas of a table layout. 

With low operating noise and compact design style, the A 

Plus Shuffler® sits comfortably on any table.

Totally Versatile 
A Plus Shuffler® comes pre-programmed with many popular 

casino card game settings. Simply choose the game and be ready 

to shuffle and play in seconds. A Plus Shuffler® is capable of 

delivering a continuous supply of cards from one to six decks or 

can deliver composite hands of one or more cards in turn. A Plus 

Shuffler® is ideal for Blackjack but can easily increase game 

speed, hand rate, utilisation and ultimately revenue from almost 

any casino card game. 

Keeps Players Fully Engaged 
The cycle time with the A Plus Shuffler® is the fastest 

in it’s class. With no delays to the flow of the game, your 

players are kept fully engaged with all of the action. 

www.tcsjohnhuxley.com

Features & Benefits

Increase game speed and profitability

Non-traceable random shuffle

Totally versatile 1-6 deck shuffler

Large LCD user display

Easy to use with pre-programmed game settings

Game configurable

Compact design

Designed for reliability and easy servicing

Fast and flexible
Compatible with plastic, paper and plastic coated cards, 

including embossed cards, the A Plus Shuffler® can 

handle between one and six decks of any card currently 

on the market.

Easy to Operate 
The A Plus Shuffler® requires limited training time as the 

machine prompts the user throughout the dealing process. 

The simple to use device ensures that introducing new staff 

to the unit only takes minutes. 
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Height
Width
Depth

207mm
394mm
236mm

Shipping Height 
Shipping Width 
Shipping Depth
Shipping Weight

320mm
670mm
320mm
11kg

Colour Selection Black

Operating Voltage 110-220V AC (DC 24v)

Power Consumption 180W

Power Supply UL & CE approved

Shuffle Time 25-28 secs/deck

Capacity 1 to 6 decks of standard playing cards

Single Deck

1 - 2 decks of card
Texas Hold’em Poker
Caribbean Stud Poker
Pai Gow Roker
Let it Ride
Three Card Poker

Continuous

4 - 6 decks of cards
Blackjack
Pontoon
Casino War
Baccarat (no squeeze game)

Connectivity USB

Certifications GLI RNG Testing Results: Certified, Patent - USA, Patent - Japan, Patent - China, Patent Pending - Korea, 

Compatible Products TCSJOHNHUXLEY e-FX™ Displays

Let’s get technical

www.tcsjohnhuxley.com
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*Please note: The A Plus Shuffler is not available for sale or lease 
in the United States or Austria. Orders come with a single shoe, 
additional shoe can be added to the order. *


